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*BMC Medical Genetics*

*re:* original manuscript “Frequencies of hemojuvelin gene (*HJV*) I222N and G320V missense mutations in Alabama white and African American subjects from the general population” by J.C. Barton, C.A. Rivers, S. Niyongere, S.B. Bohannon, and R.T. Acton

Dear Editorial Board:

Thank you for reviewing the revised version of our manuscript. As requested the following format changes have been made.

**Keywords section:**

The changes were made as requested. The Keywords are in the abstract and were deleted as a section of the manuscript.

**Competing interests:**

The following has been added: “The authors declare that they have no competing interests”.

**References:**

The term "et al" has been eliminated from the citations and all authors added.

**Section headings:**

All unnecessary capitalization has been removed from all headings and sub-headings in the manuscript.

Yours truly,

Ronald T. Acton, Ph. D.